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Abstract5

How do biological networks evolve and expand and which parameters determine their size? We6

study these questions in the context of the plant collaborative-non-self recognition self-incompatibility7

system. Self-incompatibility evolved to avoid self-fertilization among hermaphroditic plants. It8

relies on specific molecular recognition between highly diverse proteins of two families: female9

and male determinants, such that the combination of alleles an individual possesses determines10

its mating partners. Though highly diverse, previous models struggled to pinpoint the evolu-11

tionary trajectories by which new alleles evolved. Here, we construct a novel theoretical frame-12

work, that crucially affords interaction promiscuity and multiple distinct partners per protein,13

empirical findings disregarded by previous models. We demonstrate a dynamic long-term balance14

between allele emergence and extinction, where their equilibrium number depends on population15

parameters. Our work highlights the importance of molecular recognition promiscuity to network16

evolvability. Promiscuity was found in additional systems suggesting that our framework could17

be more broadly applicable.18

Introduction19

Hermaphroditic flowering plants are at high risk of self-fertilization, which would produce less fit20

offspring (known as “inbreeding depression” [1]). Hence, more than 100 flowering plant families21

have developed various mechanisms to avoid self-fertilization, generally called “self-incompatibility”22

(SI) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Under these mechanisms, the species is sub-divided into multiple23

’types’ or ’classes’, such that a pollen grain cannot fertilize a maternal plant of its own type. The24

type is encoded by a single highly polymorphic locus called the S-locus that encodes both male25

(Pollen-S) and female (Pistil-S) type-specifying genes.26

The molecular mechanisms implementing type recognition are categorized as using either ’self’27

or ’non-self recognition’ [6, 11, 7, 9]. Under self-recognition (SR) fertilization is by default enabled28
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unless a maternal plant identifies an incoming pollen as having the same type as the self. Hence this29

mechanism requires only a single type-identifier. In contrast, under non-self-recognition (NSR),30

fertilization is by default disabled, and only if the incoming pollen is positively identified as having31

a non-self type, fertilization is unlocked. Thus, this mechanism requires multiple identifiers, that32

could collectively identify multiple non-self types.33

Here we focus on the NSR SI mechanism demonstrated in the Solanaceae family (tomato,34

potato, tobacco, Petunia) and on homologous mechanisms found in Maloideae of Rosaceae (apple,35

pear, loquat) and Plantaginaceae (snapdragon) families, also known as the ’RNase-based SI’. The36

female determinant in this mechanism is a cytotoxic S-RNase (S-locus encoded ribonuclease) [12].37

S-RNase molecules expressed in female organs are imported into growing pollen tubes that attempt38

to fertilize the maternal plant. If the pollen is compatible, the S-RNase molecules are recognized39

by its male–determinant proteins and degraded, allowing for fertilization. Otherwise, if the pollen40

is incompatible, the S-RNases arrest the pollen tube growth, and fertilization is inhibited. The41

male determinant in this mechanism has been identified as an F-box protein-encoding gene and42

was termed S-locus F-box (SLF or SFB or SFBB) [13, 14]. Relying on non-self recognition,43

indeed multiple SLF genes are encoded in the S-locus to collaboratively recognize various non-self44

S-RNases and allow for a sufficient number of mating partners [11]. To avoid self-fertilization, a45

haplotype must not contain an SLF allele that recognizes its own (self) RNase, which would lead46

to self-compatibility. Indeed, the S-locus genes are tightly linked to avoid an accidental insertion47

of an SLF that could cause self-compatibility, as well as preserve the collaborative function of48

the entire haplotype. In the following, we refer to this mechanism as the ’collaborative non-self49

recognition’ (CNSR) SI (Fig. 1).50

Clearly, this system requires molecular recognition that could distinguish between different51

molecular types, but how exactly the specificity of different RNase and SLF proteins is encoded52

remains elusive [15]. A combination of structural modeling [16], targeted mutations [17, 18, 19],53

domain swapping experiments [20, 19] and selection footprints analysis [21, 22, 23, 24] revealed54

that very few positions determine these protein specificities.55

Despite the progress in understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying SI, a conceptual56

puzzle remains: while empirical evidence shows high allelic diversity, it remains murky how novel57

specificities evolve and which factors determine their numbers in natural populations. Early58

works assumed that a single mutation is sufficient to produce a new specificity [3, 25]. In these59

models, the equilibrium number of distinct S-alleles was determined by the balance between their60

introduction via new mutations and their loss by drift. Discovery of the S-locus genetic architecture61

led later modelers to assert that a combination of at least two mutations – in both female and62

male determinants – was needed to produce a new specificity. To address the conundrum of how63

this combination of mutations could survive, it was proposed that a new specificity could emerge64

via a self-compatible intermediate which later mutated to restore self-incompatibility [26, 27, 28].65

Nevertheless, all the aforementioned models assumed SR-based SI, in which a newly emerging66

specificity was always compatible with existing ones and hence selectively advantageous owing to67

its rarity.68

The case for CNSR is different because a new specificity is not necessarily compatible with69

existing ones. Thus, the process allowing new specificities to establish in the population, once70

they emerge, appears even more mysterious. The hurdle is that individuals carrying a novel S-71

RNase allele with no compatible SLF in the population are sterile as females, while novel SLF72
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alleles that have no matching RNase yet are futile and hence their expansion in the population73

is only neutral. Moreover, due to the tight linkage between S-locus genes, it is insufficient that74

the compatible SLF appears just once, but should rather appear multiple times on all genetic75

backgrounds, except for the one carrying the new RNase. An earlier emergence of a compatible76

SLF could enable the invasion of the new RNase. Yet, in the likely occasion that this compatible77

SLF has only spread to part of the population, the remaining part incompatible with the new78

RNase is prone to extinction following the RNase invasion [29, 30]. Thus, the overall outcome of79

the emergence of a new RNase is not necessarily an augmentation of the total allele number but80

may just as well be its reduction.81

These considerations place severe constraints on possible models for the evolution of new82

alleles in the CNSR system. Previous theoretical models that focused on the unique challenges of83

CNSR evolution either suggested that the novel SLF appeared multiple times on different genetic84

backgrounds via repeated mutations [31], or that the compatible SLF appeared just once and then85

spread horizontally to additional genetic backgrounds via gene conversion [7, 29]. Both models86

considered the scenario that the novel RNase appeared first to be deleterious and proposed that87

the novel SLF should precede the RNase. While these models found conditions under which new88

specificities could emerge, conditions for long-term allelic expansions were much more restrictive.89

New specificities could simply replace existing ones with no net increase in their number [31]90

or, even worse – cause mass extinctions of existing alleles. Hence, these models were unable to91

determine whether the number of distinct specificities reached an equilibrium. Previous models92

simplistically assumed one-to-one interactions between particular RNases and SLFs. While this is93

indeed the case for SR, recent empirical evidence suggested a more complicated picture for CNSR,94

where a particular SLF could potentially recognize several distinct RNases with possible overlaps95

in the recognition capacities of different SLFs [11, 32, 33, 7, 21, 34, 35].96

Richer biophysical models accounting for between-residue interactions were used to study97

protein folding (known as lattice models) [36, 37, 38], evolution of protein-protein interaction98

networks [39, 40, 41], molecular recognition in receptor repertoires [42] and immune recogni-99

tion [43, 44, 45]. To account for between-residue interaction energies, these models used either100

the Miyazawa-Jernigan potentials [46, 39, 45] or coarse-grained descriptions with only two or four101

amino acid categories [43, 37, 38, 40]. Similar biophysical models for protein-DNA interactions102

were incorporated into evolutionary models to study the evolution of gene regulation [47, 48].103

Building on these evolutionary-biophysical models, we formulate a framework, which accounts104

for the energetic interactions between RNase and SLF proteins, and allows mating between in-105

dividuals based on matches between their protein content. This framework offers several unique106

properties leading to surprising outcomes that were not possible before. Firstly, multiple geno-107

types could map into a common compatibility phenotype. Hence, a large proportion of mutations108

are neutral, and in particular neutral RNase mutations become possible. Secondly, our model109

defines a ’compatibility-landscape’, on which genotypes that share a phenotype are connected110

via neutral networks and the compatibility phenotypes of neighboring genotypes are correlated,111

reminiscent of RNA secondary structures [49]. Thirdly, the model assumes significant promiscuity112

of interactions between proteins. These properties crucially allow for many-to-many interactions113

between RNase and SLF proteins, in agreement with empirical evidence.114

Most haplotypes in our model spontaneously self-organize into ’compatibility classes’, such115

that members of each class are incompatible with each other but compatible with all members116
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of all other classes. Such classes are regularly born and die. Neutral RNase mutations not only117

occur regularly but turn out to be essential for the dominant class emergence trajectories. Owing118

to promiscuity, the model exhibits a dynamic balance between class birth and death and shows a119

stable equilibrium in their number. These behaviors prevail under a broad range of parameters. We120

propose that these are key features of the natural system, and that such evolutionary trajectories121

may offer a solution to the conundrum of the evolution of new SI specificities in the CNSR system.122

Below, we describe our model in detail, show the various trajectories for class birth and death,123

and demonstrate their dynamics, as found in simulations.124
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Figure 1: Self-incompatibility in the S-RNase based mechanism – the collaborative
non-self recognition (CNSR) mechanism. (a) The S-locus includes a single S-RNase gene
(expressed in the female organs) and multiple SLF alleles (expressed in the male organs). An SLF
protein can detoxify one or more different S-RNase proteins, but could also detoxify none, in which
case it is considered dysfunctional. (b) A haploid pollen harboring a particular combination of SLF
proteins can successfully fertilize a diploid maternal plant only if it is equipped with the specific
SLF alleles that can detoxify the maternal plant’s two S-RNases (top, encircled SLFs). An S-locus
usually does not contain SLF alleles capable of detoxifying its own S-RNase, hence its pollen
cannot fertilize its own ovules. Such a haplotype is called ’self-incompatible’ (bottom), whereas
a haplotype that does contain SLF compatible with its own S-RNase is called ’self-compatible’.
Due to inbreeding depression, there is a strong selection pressure against self-compatibility [10].
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Figure 2: The biophysical protein-protein interaction model. (a) We classify the different
amino acids into four categories: hydrophobic (H), neutral polar (P), positively charged (`), and
negatively charged (´). We use the interaction energies between pairs of amino acids, as in [38].
(b) The protein-protein interaction model: we assume that the total interaction energy between
two proteins is the sum of the pairwise interaction energies between their corresponding amino
acids. A pair of RNase and SLF proteins are considered to be interacting (fertilization is enabled)
only if this energy is below a threshold value Eth. Otherwise, if E ě Eth they are considered
non-interacting, and fertilization is disabled.

Results126

An evolutionary biophysical model for the formation and extinction of com-127

patibility classes.128

We consider a population of N diploid individuals, each composed of two haplotypes. Every hap-129

lotype contains a single RNase encoding the female-specificity, and multiple SLF alleles, encoding130

the male-specificity – Fig. 1a. Every diploid individual plays the role of a diploid maternal plant,131

as well as produces two types of haploid pollen carrying either of its two haplotypes. A haploid132

pollen can successfully fertilize a diploid maternal plant only if it is equipped with the appropriate133

SLF alleles that can successfully detoxify the maternal plant two RNases – Fig. 1b. It is then134

considered ’compatible’ as a sire with both maternal haplotypes. Compatibility between two hap-135

lotypes could, in general, differ from their compatibility when their sire-dam roles are switched.136

We distinguish between unidirectional and bidirectional (in)compatibility, where the latter means137

the two haplotypes are (in)compatible in both roles.138

For simplicity, we construct the model directly in the protein domain. We represent every allele139

(RNase or SLF) by a sequence of L amino acids, standing for the binding domain of the protein140

encoded by that allele. We use a size-4 alphabet representing four biochemical classes of amino141

acids: hydrophobic (H), neutral polar (P), positively charged (`) and negatively charged (´). We142

define the total interaction energy between an RNase Ri and an SLF Fj as the sum of pairwise143

interaction energies between their corresponding residues EtotpRi, Fjq “
řL

k“1EpRipkqFjpkqq us-144

ing values from [38]. These proteins are then considered matching if the total interaction energy145

is below a preset threshold value (Fig. 2)146

EtotpRi, Fjq ă Eth. (1)

We tested several values of Eth (Figs. S4, S5) and L (not shown) and verified that the qualita-147
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Figure 3: The population life cycle in our simulation. We initialize a population of N
self-incompatible diploid heterozygous individuals, where each haplotype is composed of a single
RNase (square) and multiple SLF alleles (circles), and every allele is represented by a sequence
of L amino acids (Fig. 2). Every generation, each of the SLF (but not RNase) alleles could
be duplicated, or deleted and each of the alleles could be mutated via substitution of randomly
chosen residues. A diploid maternal plant can be fertilized by a haploid pollen, only if the pollen
is equipped with suitable SLFs that can detoxify the two maternal S-RNases. To keep track of
all compatible pairs, we chart the table of possible crosses between all haploid pollen and diploid
maternal plant combinations. We assume that a proportion α of the pollen received by each
maternal plant is self-pollen and the remaining 1´α proportion is foreign pollen. If an individual
is self-compatible, only a proportion 1 ´ δ of the offspring produced by self-fertilization survives.
We then draw the next generation of the population by randomly picking maternal plants (with
replacement) and then granting each k opportunities to match a randomly chosen pollen. If a
matching pollen is found within k attempts, the maternal plant and the first successful pollen
produce one offspring. This process is continued until a population of N offspring is formed,
which then replaces the parental population. Each cycle represents a single generation. The
default parameter values are: population size N “ 500, per-residue mutation rate pmut “ 10´4

per generation, gene duplication and deletion rates pdup “ pdel “ 10´6 per-allele per-generation,
number of generations 100,000-150,000, α “ 0.95, δ “ 1.

tive behavior of the model is persistent. For most of the results described below, these parameters148

were chosen following interaction energy distributions as in [50].149

By construction, this model enables distinct sequences to have different numbers of matching150

partners, or possibly not to have such partners at all. Note also the intricate role of mutations in151
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this model, where not every mutation essentially alters compatibility.152

We simulated the evolution of a population of N such diploid individuals with the following life153

cycle (Fig. 3). Every generation, each of the SLF alleles is duplicated with probability pdup and154

deleted with probability pdel, allowing for variation in the number of SLF alleles per haplotype.155

Each residue in any of the RNase or SLF alleles can then be mutated with probability pmut.156

A haploid pollen can successfully fertilize a diploid maternal plant only if its SLFs can col-157

laboratively detoxify both maternal plant RNases, following Eq. (1). To produce the population158

next generation we repeatedly pick a maternal plant uniformly at random (with replacement). If159

both maternal plant haplotypes are self-incompatible, we grant it multiple opportunities to mate160

with uniformly chosen non-self pollen grains. This sire-dam asymmetry represents the typically161

higher abundance of pollen grains relative to ovules. The first compatible pollen produces one off-162

spring with one of the maternal plant two haplotypes. If any of the maternal plant haplotypes are163

self-compatible, it can also be self-fertilized with a certain probability, but the resulting offspring164

survives with a lesser probability (relative to outcrossing offspring), due to inbreeding depression165

(Methods).166

We repeat this procedure until N offspring are formed. Finally, the offspring population re-167

places the parental population, completing one generation. See list of default parameter values in168

Table 1.169

170

Genetically heterogeneous classesGenetically homogeneous classes

Figure 4: Compatibility classes are genetically homogeneous under one-to-one inter-
actions, but could be genetically heterogeneous under the many-to-many interaction
model. Compatibility classes are defined such that all members of each class are bidirectionally-
incompatible within the class, but simultaneously bidirectionally-compatible with all members of
all other classes. Previous models assuming that interactions between RNase and SLF are one-to-
one, implied that compatibility classes should be genetically homogeneous, except for useless SLF
alleles (left). Here, in contrast, we incorporate a more intricate interaction model, in which each
protein could potentially have multiple different matching partners. Hence, within-class genetic
heterogeneity becomes possible (right). Crucially, haplotypes in the same class could differ not
only in their SLF, but also in their RNase alleles. Following this definition, some haplotypes might
remain unclassified. We illustrate a few examples of unclassified haplotypes (external to the el-
lipses): an RNase (red) that does not have a matching SLF in any of the classes, a self-compatible
haplotype (green RNase and green SLF), and a haplotype bearing an SLF that matches other
class members (purple SLF).
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Dynamic balance between emergence and extinction of genetically heteroge-171

neous compatibility classes.172

We ran the stochastic simulation multiple times for 100,000-150,000 generations each. The analy-173

ses below include only times beyond the point that the entire population descended from a single174

ancestral haplotype, in which its distribution is nearly independent of the initial conditions used.175

We classified the vast majority of the 2N population haplotypes into compatibility classes,176

defined such that every pair of classified haplotypes were bidirectionally incompatible if they were177

in the same class, and bidirectionally compatible if in different classes. Importantly, classes are178

defined only based on the compatibility phenotype and hence class members could be genetically179

heterogeneous (Fig. 4).180

While class definition does not necessitate that every haplotype belongs to a class, and some181

may be left out, we found that on average only 5% of the haplotypes remained unclassified, and182

only in 9% of the instances less than 90% were classified (Fig. S3). We associated each unclassi-183

fied haplotype with an ’appendix’ of the class it most recently belonged to. This small fraction of184

unclassified haplotypes often remained unclassified for only short time periods, typically shifting185

back and forth between the class and its appendix. Nearly all unclassified haplotypes either lacked186

one interaction with one of the foreign classes (previously termed ’incomplete’ [31]) or had one187

excess interaction with some of their former class members (Methods). The number of distinct188

female specificities should be at least as large as the number of classes. In the following, we focus189

on the number of population classes, as a proxy for the number of specificities.190
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Figure 5: Dependence of class birth and death events on the present number of classes
suggests a stable equilibrium in the number of classes – simulation results. (a) The
fraction of time spent under each K-class population state. (b) The fraction of birth (green) and
death (red) events that occurred under each K-class population state. (c) The event rates: the
number of class birth (green) and class death (red) events that occurred under each K-class state
divided by the time spent at this state. We observe opposite trends of these rates such that the
class birth rate decreases but the class death rate increases with K, suggesting a stable equilibrium
at an intermediate K value. The proportion of unclassified haplotypes and the proportion of self-
compatible ones are shown in Fig. S3. For simulation parameters see Table 1. Results based on
39 independent runs, with a total of 1478050 generations.

Next, we asked whether the number of population classes reached a stable equilibrium value192

with possible fluctuations around it or alternatively oscillated between high and low values. To193

address this question, we analyzed the population class structure every 10 generations and calcu-194

lated the distribution of the number of classes amongst different population instances (Fig. 5a).195
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We found that this distribution is unimodal and stable in time and across different runs, and196

hence described the process’ stationary distribution.197

To investigate the class number dynamics we traced the time points at which it either increased198

or decreased and designated them as class ’birth’ and ’death’ events, respectively (Fig. 5b). Nat-199

urally, if transitions are only possible between adjacent class numbers, the upward and downward200

transitions between each pair of consecutive class numbers should exactly balance each other. We201

observed only minor deviations from such an exact balance. Indeed, classes are always born one202

at a time and simultaneous extinctions of multiple classes are possible but rare.203

The class birth and death rates exhibit markedly different dependence on the current class204

number (Fig. 5c): below the most probable class number the birth rate supersedes the death205

rate, and the opposite happens above this number. Hence this reversal point is a unique stable206

equilibrium state. This picture differs from the mass allelic extinctions, proposed in previous207

works [29]. We elaborate below on the reasons for this difference.208

The most prevalent split trajectories begin with a neutral RNase mutation209

followed by two SLF mutations.210

We further investigated the sequence of events leading to class birth and death. We found out211

that class births always occurred via the splitting of an existing class (’mother class’) into exactly212

two classes. In the following we refer to class birth as ’split’ and to class death as ’extinction’. We213

identified three main routes for split and three for extinction that could sometimes intertwine, in214

all of which an RNase mutation played a pivotal role (Fig. 6a,b). The formation of a new class215

requires an RNase mutation in the mother class, followed by an SLF mutation on the background216

of the new RNase, which renders this haplotype compatible as sire with the original female-217

specificity of the mother class. To evade extinction, the latter must undergo an analogous SLF218

mutation rendering it compatible as sire with the novel class female-specificity. The three different219

trajectories described schematically in Fig. 6a correspond to the three different orderings in which220

the latter SLF mutation on the background of the original RNase can appear with respect to221

the former two mutations: after (first trajectory, blue), in-between (second trajectory, magenta),222

or before (third trajectory, yellow) – colors refer to the paths as illustrated in Fig. 6a. In all223

trajectories the first mutation is neutral, the second one confers a fitness advantage and could224

drive some haplotypes to extinction unless rescued by the third mutation. In principle, the three225

mutations needed for a split could occur in six different orderings, but the other three options226

pass through a self-compatible intermediate and hence are rarely seen. In Fig. 6c we show the227

simulation frequencies of the six optional split trajectories. These could potentially vary with228

the simulation parameters (see Figs. S4-S13). The two most common trajectories start with the229

RNase mutation as the first and neutral one. Neutral RNase mutations are a unique feature of230

our model, made possible by the multi-specificity of proteins. Only the third trajectory, which231

starts with a neutral SLF mutation, was previously studied [31], whereas the first and second ones232

are described here for the first time.233
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Figure 6 (previous page): The main class split and extinction trajectories – schematic.
(a) All split trajectories require a sequence of three mutations: one RNase and two SLF mutations.
The three split trajectories – here designated by the blue, magenta, and yellow paths – differ in the
mutation order. The blue trajectory starts with an RNase mutation followed by an SLF mutation
on the background of the mutant RNase. Finally, a second SLF mutation compatible with the
mutant RNase, which occurs on the background of the original RNase, gives rise to the daughter
class separation from the mother class. The magenta trajectory is similar to the blue one, but
the order of the two SLF mutations is flipped. In the yellow trajectory, the SLF mutation on
the background of the original RNase precedes the RNase mutation and finally, the second SLF
mutation occurs on the background of the mutant RNase. A light yellow background highlights the
surviving haplotypes that form the final classes after the split. If the RNase mutation is neutral, it
could only lead to a class split. If however, the newly emerging RNase mutation is incompatible as
dam with one or more existing classes, it could also lead to the extinction of those classes in either
of three ways, shown here as optional events (dashed arrows) accompanying the split pathways.
Firstly, a neutral extinction (extinction (1)) occurs if the new RNase mutant neutrally reaches a
high proportion of its class, causing fitness deficiency to the class incompatible with it as sire, till
the extinction of the latter. Secondly, the spread of the mutant RNase can be accelerated by a
linked SLF mutation compatible with the original RNase (extinction (2)). Thirdly, a class split
could be accompanied by the extinction of another class incompatible as sire with the daughter
class new RNase (extinction (3)). Split is not obligatory even if the first and second mutations
occurred. For example, after the RNase mutation, it is possible that the new RNase replaces the
original one and the class returns to a single-RNase state. Similarly, after the second mutation,
the advantageous haplotype carrying the SLF mutation could take over before the third mutation
occurs. These transitions are shown by black arrows alone. (b) A neutral RNase mutation (top)
means that all foreign class members are compatible as sires with the new RNase (red) similar
to the original RNase (blue). A non-neutral RNase mutation (bottom) means that members of
at least one foreign class are incompatible with it as sires, but compatible with the original one.
(c-d) Occurrence histograms showing the fraction of each of the possible split (c) and extinction
(d) trajectories, as observed in our simulations. In addition to the three extinction trajectories
shown in (a), we also find ’spontaneous’ extinctions, occurring with no driving mutation, solely
due to drift.

In Fig. 7 we illustrate the split dynamics in three examples from our simulations, one for each234

trajectory type. For every trajectory, we present three plots showing (from top to bottom) the235

copy numbers of the relevant haplotypes Xi, their fitness fi, and ’fitness-adjusted copy numbers’236

X̃i “ Xi ` pfi ´ f̄q ¨N (Methods) against time, where f̄ is the population mean fitness. Haplotype237

fitness fi is defined as the proportion of diploid individuals in the population it is compatible with238

as sire1. The maximal fitness of a self-incompatible haplotype with Xi copies is 1 ´ Xi{N . If239

Xi decreases, its fitness will increase, which would later lead to an increase in its copy number,240

and vice versa. Hence, X̃i is a copy number predictor and averages out short-term fluctuations in241

Xi. Specifically, negative X̃i predicts the haplotype extinction. The maximal mean fitness of a242

K-class population is pK ´ 2q{K, achieved if all classes have equal size (SI).243

Following the first trajectory, we begin with the haplotype carrying the original RNase (blue244

horizontal bars). Then at the time marked by t0 a selectively neutral RNase mutation appears245

(red vertical bars). As a neutral mutation, the fitness of its carriers is equal to that of the original246

RNase haplotypes (note overlapping curves in the fitness plot). Its initial copy number is low, but247

it gradually grows neutrally. If it weren’t for the SLF mutations, these two RNase variants could248

1As we show below, most RNase mutations are compatible with most non-self classes. Hence, reproductive
capacity is insensitive to the female-side fitness.
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Figure 7 (previous page): Dynamics and fitness in the three main split trajectories.
Examples from simulations of the three main class split trajectories shown in Fig. 6. All examples
start from a single class (’mother-class’) and end after this class split into two classes. Each
of the three panels contains three sub-figures showing: the copy numbers Xi of the relevant
haplotypes (top), their fitness fi (middle), and their fitness adjusted copy number X̃i “ Xi `pfi ´

f̄q ¨ N , where f̄ is the population mean fitness (bottom). The grey dashed lines in middle sub-
figures represent the population mean fitness. Grey-colored zones in the bottom sub-figures mark
negative X̃i values. Haplotypes reaching negative values become extinct soon afterward. Different
symbols represent different haplotypes with different combinations of mutations, as follows. The
blue horizontal bar is the original RNase, red vertical bar is the mutant RNase. Colored circles
surrounding the bars represent the SLF mutations, whereas the blue (red) circle represents an
SLF mutation matching the original blue (mutant red) RNase. The arrows above each panel
mark the lifetime of each of these haplotypes. Red dashed vertical lines in all panels show the
exact split time. The trajectories differ in the order of mutations: (a) RNase mutation, followed
by an SLF mutation on the background of the mutant RNase, and lastly another SLF mutation
on the background of the original RNase. (b) is similar to (a) but the order of the SLF mutations
is flipped. (c) The SLF mutation on the the original RNase background precedes the RNase
mutation and lastly the second SLF mutation occurs on the background of the mutant RNase.
For simulation parameters see Table 1.

co-exist, until one of them would fix via drift. However, before such fixation happened, an SLF249

mutation, compatible as sire with the original RNase, occurred in one of the copies of the mutant250

RNase haplotype (red bar on a light blue circle). As the haplotype with this new SLF mutation251

has more siring opportunities than the other two haplotypes in its class (original RNase and252

mutant RNase with no SLF mutation), it immediately gains a fitness advantage over them, and253

its copy number sharply increases. The grey dashed line in the fitness plot (middle panel) shows254

the population mean fitness. Note that while the fitness values of original-RNase and mutant-255

RNase-only haplotypes fluctuate around this value, the new SLF-carrier fitness clearly supersedes256

the population mean. As all three haplotypes share a class (+appendix), an increase in one comes257

at the expense of the others. The initial surge of the new SLF mutant is due to the initially258

large copy number of the original RNase it is compatible with as sire. Later on, the decrease in259

the original RNase copy number reduces the SLF mutant’s fitness advantage and moderates its260

expansion. Lastly, the third mutation occurs – an SLF mutation on the background of the original261

RNase – which grants compatibility with the new RNase. Similarly, the haplotype carrying this262

new mutation is advantageous compared to the original RNase-only carriers. Both the original263

RNase-only and mutant RNase-only carriers become extinct – note that X̃ of these haplotypes go264

into the grey zone marking negative values. The vertical red dashed line marks the time at which265

the daughter class completes its separation from the mother class. The new class then grows until266

it equilibrates with the existing ones267

The second trajectory follows similar dynamics, except that the order of the SLF mutations268

is reversed. Here, the SLF mutation on the original RNase background precedes the one on the269

mutant RNase background. As this first SLF mutant (blue horizontal bars on a red circle) has a270

fitness advantage over the other haplotypes not carrying it, one may think that it might lead to271

the extinction of the mutant RNase. However, the mutant RNase which only recently emerged is272

typically found in a low copy number, hence the fitness advantage conferred by compatibility with273

it as sire is only minor, compared to the much larger fitness advantage granted by compatibility274
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with the original RNase, found in high copy number, in the first trajectory type. Before the275

mutant RNase becomes extinct, a second SLF mutation, compatible with the original RNase,276

emerges on its background. As before, the combination of these mutations leads to a split, while277

the haplotypes carrying none of the SLF mutations become extinct.278

In the third trajectory, the SLF mutation on the background of the original RNase occurs279

first. Upon its emergence, it is neutral since the mutant RNase has not yet appeared. Once this280

RNase mutation appears, the already existing mutant SLF (blue horizontal bar on a red circle) is281

compatible with it as sire and hence its carriers gain a fitness advantage over the other haplotypes.282

That includes the newly emerging RNase carriers, whose copy number consequently remains at283

modest values. If a second SLF mutation compatible with the original RNase, occurs on one of284

the haplotypes carrying the mutant RNase the split will complete. The overall effect of all split285

trajectories is an increase in population mean fitness from K´2
K to K´1

K`1 (observe the dashed line286

in the middle panel of each).287

Class extinctions are driven by incompatible RNase mutations.288

A newly emerging RNase mutation is not necessarily neutral. It might just as well be the case that289

it is incompatible as a dam with members of one (or more) existing non-self classes (Fig. 6b). If290

this happens, these classes become disadvantageous. Hence, if the new RNase expands, this could291

lead to the extinction of these class(es). Alternatively, since classes are genetically heterogeneous,292

it is also possible that if only a subset of a class is sire-incompatible with the new RNase, the293

class could change its composition accordingly, regain compatibility, and evade extinction. For294

extinction to occur, the new incompatible RNase does not necessarily need to fully replace the295

ancestral compatible RNase, but only to reach a sizable copy number (Fig. S14). The mutations296

mentioned earlier as part of class split trajectories, could just as well cause the extinction of297

another one, depending on the compatibility of the new RNase mutation. We identify three main298

extinction routes and illustrate them schematically in Fig. 6a. In Fig. 8 we show examples of299

the detailed dynamics and fitness of the three main extinction trajectories, in a format similar to300

Fig. 7. Here however haplotypes from two different classes are shown. The colored symbols are301

associated with the class driving the extinction and the grey circles represent the class driven to302

extinction.303

These extinction trajectories are the following. Firstly, the incompatible RNase mutant could304

expand neutrally to a sufficient number, until it causes extinction (’neutral’, Fig. 8a). Secondly,305

the expansion of the incompatible RNase could be accelerated by an additional SLF mutation306

which confers compatibility with the original RNase (’cross mutation in non-compatible’, Fig. 8b).307

Thirdly, extinction could be concomitant to a split if the daughter class RNase is incompatible308

with another class (’split+extinction’, Fig. 8c). In addition, we also observe spontaneous class309

extinctions that are solely due to drift with no mutation involved and usually occur in very small310

classes (Fig. S17). In Fig. 6d we show the frequencies of the different extinction trajectories, as311

observed in our simulations.312

To assess the likelihood of either split or extinction following an RNase mutation, we quantified313

the number of non-self classes that newly emerging RNase mutations (surviving more than 100314

generations) are incompatible with (Fig. S18). We found that 90% of these RNase mutations are315

compatible with all non-self classes, hence splits are highly feasible.316
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Figure 8 (previous page): Dynamics and fitness in the three main extinction trajectories.
Examples from simulations of the three class extinction trajectories shown in Fig. 6. All examples
start from a state in which the class driving the extinction and the doomed class both exist and end
after the doomed class becomes extinct and the driving class still exists (but potentially split). We
use a similar format to Fig. 7 with 3 sub-figures for each trajectory showing the copy numbers Xi of
the relevant haplotypes (top), their fitness fi (middle) and their fitness adjusted copy number X̃i

(bottom). Different symbols represent different haplotypes with different mutation combinations.
The grey circles represent the doomed class. Other symbols are as in Fig. 7. The grey dashed
line marks the population mean fitness. The arrows above each panel mark the lifetime of each
of these haplotypes. (a) Neutral extinction - only an RNase mutation occurred in the driving
class, which the doomed class is incompatible with as sire. (b) The RNase mutation in the driver
class is followed by an SLF mutation on the background of the mutant RNase, accelerating its
spread. This is the most common extinction trajectory. (c) On top of the SLF mutation of (b),
an additional SLF mutation, compatible with the mutant RNase, occurs in the driving class on
the background of the original RNase. This leads to a split of the driving class into two, similar
to Fig. 7a. Meanwhile, the doomed class becomes extinct, because it is incompatible as sire with
the newborn daughter class carrying the incompatible RNase. In the latter case the total number
of classes remains intact, and hence the population mean fitness does not change. For simulation
parameters see Table 1.

While an RNase mutation could be incompatible with multiple classes, less than 1.5% of the317

RNase mutations are incompatible with more than one class (Fig. S18). Similarly, amongst the318

completed extinction events, we found that only 7% of the incompatible RNase mutations caused319

the extinction of two classes and only 0.6% caused the extinction of three classes, where the320

majority caused the extinction of only one class. Conversely, a given class could suffer from mul-321

tiple incompatible RNase mutations occurring in parallel in different classes which collaboratively322

cause its extinction. We find that 6% of the extinctions are caused by such parallel events. To323

conclude, the vast majority of extinction events is driven by a single RNase mutation and lead324

to the extinction of one class, which differs from the picture of mass class extinctions, previously325

proposed [29].326

Discussion327

The self-incompatibility locus is known to be highly polymorphic, but it remained obscure how328

allelic diversity evolved, since male and female specificity-determining genes encoded in this lo-329

cus constrain each other’s evolution, posing a "chicken-or-egg" problem. While previous models330

proposed trajectories for the emergence of new alleles, it remained unclear whether the number331

of alleles reached a stable equilibrium. Here, we constructed a model for the evolution of S-alleles332

in the collaborative non-self-recognition SI system, which suggests a solution to this puzzle.333

Our evolutionary model employs a biophysical description of interactions between the RNase334

(female-determinant) and SLF (male-determinant) proteins. Such models afford several desirable335

properties. Most importantly, they let each protein have multiple distinct partners, in agree-336

ment with empirical findings [11, 33, 51]. A biophysical description provides a natural notion of337

the distance between distinct proteins, thus graduating the mutation space, allowing for example,338

mutations that do not affect the compatibility phenotype. It further allows for promiscuous recog-339

nition between arbitrary proteins, whose extent could be tuned by varying the interaction energy340
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threshold Eth. Our definition of interaction between proteins induces correlation in compatibility341

phenotype between alleles similar in their sequences. Hence the compatibility phenotype of a342

mutant allele is highly correlated with that of its ancestor. This approach is in stark contrast343

to the more commonly used discrete-allelic models, in which only two values of distance between344

alleles were possible, and hence the description of mutation trajectories was over-simplified.345

Our model’s attractive properties facilitate several key dynamics that were impossible in earlier346

models. Thanks to the inherent promiscuity of interactions, it is likely that a suite of SLF alleles347

is compatible with an unfamiliar RNase and even more likely if the RNase is a mutant of an348

ancestral RNase the SLF-suite was compatible with. Our model not only enables neutral RNase349

mutations, namely compatible with all existing classes, except their own, but the vast majority of350

RNase mutations are such. Consequently, compatibility classes can be genetically heterogeneous,351

not only in their SLF, but also in their RNase content. Such neutral variation amongst RNases352

was indeed detected [52].353

A major outcome of our model is the spontaneous organization of the vast majority of popu-354

lation haplotypes into compatibility classes, such that there is incompatibility within class mem-355

bers, but full compatibility across classes. We find a total of three different paths to split and356

three to the extinction of classes, all of which require point mutations alone. None of these357

paths pass through a self-compatible intermediate, nor rely on gene conversion, as previously358

proposed [26, 27, 7, 31, 29, 30]. Our two most prevalent split trajectories begin with a neutral359

RNase mutation, and hence could not have been found in previous models, which disregarded360

such mutations. Only our third split trajectory begins with a neutral male-specificity mutation,361

similar to the fifth trajectory suggested by Bodova et al. [31]. However, while in [31] the neutral362

SLF mutation should have occurred multiple times, one at each genetic background, in our model363

it needs to appear just once, thanks to promiscuity.364

All split trajectories require a sequence of three mutations, where the first (RNase or SLF) is365

neutral. The second mutation confers a fitness advantage to a sub-class (’driver’) allowing it to366

cross another sub-class (’endangered’). The endangered sub-class could vanish unless it gains a367

rescue mutation allowing it to cross back the driver sub-class and restore its fitness. We find that368

the time window for the rescue mutation allows for sufficient opportunities for split completion369

in a wide parameter range. This is partly because the fitness advantage of the driver sub-class370

is not constant but rather depends on the numbers of the endangered sub-class it is driving to371

extinction. Hence, this fitness difference is maximal upon mutation occurrence but later vanishes372

as the endangered population declines and the advantageous expands. In the absence of the third373

(’rescue’) mutation we distinguish two phases in the sub-class dynamics following the second374

mutation. In the first phase, the driver is rare, hence its fitness advantage is significant and its375

numbers are rising while the endangered sub-class is declining. In the second phase, the driver376

is already prevalent and the endangered is on the verge of extinction, hence the fitness difference377

between them is negligible. Though unstable, the second phase allows additional time to gain the378

rescue mutation. For more details see mathematical analysis in SI. Rescue mutations in declining379

populations were studied in other contexts as well [53, 54].380

We find that class extinction is driven by an RNase mutation incompatible with another exist-381

ing class, in agreement with previous models [31, 29]. Yet, due to the promiscuity of interactions,382

most RNase mutations maintain compatibility with existing classes, and those that do not are383

mostly incompatible with only one class, thus extinctions typically occur one at a time (Fig. S18),384
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in contrast to the expectations of previous models [29, 30].385

Classes continuously emerge and decay, but the ratio between extinctions and splits varies386

with the number of existing classes K, such that for low K splits predominate, but for high K387

extinctions do. Thus, the class number fluctuates around a stable equilibrium, whose value posi-388

tively correlates with the population size, mutation rate, and Eth. We conjecture that extinction389

probability increases with the number of classes because it is affected by within-class SLF-diversity390

(smaller classes are less diverse and hence less resilient to new RNases) and the higher number of391

classes that should match each new RNase. Hence, the higher the number of classes, the lower392

the probability that a new RNase mutation is neutral. In contrast, if classes are fewer and hence393

larger, they offer both more targets for a rescue mutation and a longer time for its occurrence,394

because the driver sub-class takes longer to spread. Both factors increase the chances for split395

completion before the endangered sub-class vanishes (1st and 2nd trajectories). Larger classes396

also exhibit higher SLF diversity, hence a new RNase mutation is more likely to already have a397

compatible SLF in its own class (3rd trajectory) (Figs. S15-S16). This explanation deviates from398

the selection-drift balance which was proposed to determine the number of specificities in SR sys-399

tems [3, 55, 56, 57] implying that a class needs to reach a minimal size to survive. In contrast, we400

argue that the primary barrier to class number increase is not class size, but the requirement that401

each class should be compatible with all others, hence a population can only tolerate a limited402

number of classes. Extinctions due to drift, mostly of very small classes (Fig. S17), do occur in403

our model but are only secondary – Fig. 6d.404

Our model is robust and our main results hold under a broad range of parameter values,405

including varying Eth, number of SLFs per haplotype, population size, mutation rate and various406

levels of inbreeding depression. Specifically, we have verified that equilibrium in the number of407

alleles is obtained under various parameter values (Figs. S4-S13), as long as interaction between408

proteins is rather likely.409

Linking our model to population genetic and genomic data should be very insightful and allow410

testing some of the model’s qualitative predictions, as well as refining the model and calibrating its411

parameters. These include estimation of the number of residues distinguishing between different412

RNase alleles [17], and assessment of between- and within-haplotype SLF diversity [21, 58]. Our413

model offers predictions regarding the within-class allelic diversity and its dependence on the class414

size, which could then be contrasted with genomic data. We find that the number of classes should415

increase with population size (Figs. S6-S8), in line with previous data for SR [59]. Yet, as the416

quantitative relation between the population size and number of alleles could vary between SR417

and CNSR, it would be insightful to examine this for CNSR population data as well.418

Recent experiments demonstrated that RNase allele of Petunia could be detoxified by various419

SLF alleles from different species or even different families [35]. This surprising finding is congruous420

with the promiscuity of interactions in our model. We also predict that RNase and SLF proteins421

mutated at their interaction interfaces are even more likely to interact with their pre-mutation422

partners than with random ones. It would be very interesting to further test this experimentally.423

The number of SLF alleles per haplotype determined empirically for species with CNSR SI424

ranged between 17 to 44 [21, 34, 60, 58, 61], which should be a proxy for the number of distinct425

specificities. The number of compatibility classes in our model depends positively correlates with426

the population and Eth (probability of proteins to interact at random). With 250 ď N ď 1000427

and ´8 ď Eth ď ´4 the equilibrium number of classes we obtained ranged between 6 to 13 (Fig. 5,428
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Figs. S4-S8). The larger number of classes found in natural populations could be explained by429

their larger sizes. Additionally, we hypothesize that population spatial structure, such that each430

individual has access only to a limited number of mating partners in its neighborhood, could431

support an even greater allelic heterogeneity beyond our current findings.432

Further investigation of the model properties should address the quantitative relation between433

the population size and mutation rate to the number of classes, their typical lifetime, and within-434

class diversity. It is also interesting to determine whether the current model could be further435

simplified while still maintaining its current behavior.436

How do proteins maintain interactions with multiple distinct partners? Do they interact with437

all partners via a shared interface or do they have separate or partially overlapping interfaces438

for different partners [40]? Here we assumed a single interaction interface per protein and did439

not consider shifted binding, yet it is possible that different positions in the binding interface440

specialize in different partners. We hope that future structural studies of these proteins will shed441

light on this question, and future refinement of our model could include this aspect, too. Other442

simplifications in our model include the lack of gene conversion and the assumption of a well-mixed443

population with no spatial structure. Future extensions of our model should include these as well.444

Which factors determine the size of biological networks is a fundamental question applicable445

to different biological networks. Biochemical interactions between molecules often have relatively446

low energies and hence are inherently promiscuous. This promiscuity is a double-edged sword,447

where on one hand preserving functional fidelity could limit the network size. Indeed, avoidance448

of non-specific protein-protein interactions was previously proposed to limit the total number of449

co-existing proteins in a cell [50, 39] and regulatory crosstalk was hypothesized to limit the size of450

gene regulatory networks [62, 63]. Yet, on the other hand, promiscuity also grants the network451

additional degrees of freedom rendering it more evolvable [48, 64, 65].452

In summary, we present an evolutionary-biophysical model for the evolution of allelic diversity453

in the CNSR self-incompatibility system. Our model is the first to allow for multiple interactions454

per molecule, deciphers the evolutionary trajectories of allele birth and death and resolves the455

question of the system equilibrium. It highlights the role promiscuous molecular recognition plays456

in determining the network size. Similar promiscuity may be shared by additional biological457

networks and the framework proposed here can be used to address further questions regarding458

network growth and complexity.459

Methods460

Detailed description of the simulation flow461

We constructed a population-level stochastic simulation, to study the evolution of self-incompatibility462

alleles in the collaborative non-self recognition SI system. The simulation data analysis scripts463

were written in Python and run on a local server. We summarize the notation and default pa-464

rameter values used in Table 1.465

Data structure466

We consider a population of N diploid individuals, composed of two haplotypes each. Every467

haplotype contains a series of alleles: a single RNase encoding the female-specificity, and a variable468
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Table 1: Notation and default parameter values in the simulation

Parameter Description
N “ 500 population size
nh “ 10 initial number of haplotype types
nh ´ 1 “ 9 initial number of SLF alleles in a haplotype
L “ 18 number of residues in each allele
Eth “ ´6 interaction energy threshold below which an RNase and SLF

are considered interacting
pdup “ 10´6 [1/generation] gene duplication rate
pdel “ 10´6 [1/generation] gene deletion rate
pmut “ 10´4 [1/generation] per residue mutation rate
α “ 0.95 proportion of self pollen received by a diploid maternal plant
δ “ 1 proportion of offspring resulting from self-fertilization that do

not survive
k “ 5 the number of fertilization attempts per diploid maternal plant

number of SLF alleles, encoding the male-specificity.469

Each allele (RNase or SLF) is represented by a sequence of L amino acids. Each amino acid470

belongs to one of four biochemical categories (hydrophobic, neutral polar, positively charged, nega-471

tively charged). We draw the sequences from the prior frequencies pprior “ r0.5, 0.265, 0.113, 0.122s,472

as obtained from the UNIPROT database (https://www.uniprot.org/) – see Table 1.473

Our stochastic simulation was initiated with a population of N diploid individuals, each com-474

prised of two haplotypes (described below).475

The Population Initiation module476

To initialize the population we first constructed a complete set of nh self-incompatible haplotypes,477

such that each haplotype is bidirectionally compatible (both as male and as female) with all others.478

We constructed this initial set of nh haplotypes by the following two steps:479

1. Draw RNase sequences. Draw an entire haplotype (one RNase and nh ´ 1 SLFs). If this480

haplotype is not self-compatible, namely if none of the SLFs is compatible with the RNase481

– keep it. Repeat this procedure until nh self-incompatible haplotypes are drawn. Then,482

remove the SLFs and keep only the nh RNase sequences of these haplotypes. SLFs will483

be drawn again separately. This procedure ensures symmetry between the various RNases,484

such that neither is more or less constrained than the others.485

2. Draw SLF sequences with one-to-one RNase-SLF match. Draw a single SLF se-486

quence. If this SLF sequence is compatible with exactly one RNase from the previously487

drawn RNase set, place this SLF on all haplotypes except for the one whose RNase it488

matches. Continue this procedure, until nh SLF sequences were found, such that each is489

compatible with exactly one unique RNase.490

The outcome is a set of nh complete SI haplotypes, such that each haplotype contains a single491

unique RNase and a set of nh ´ 1 SLFs that are compatible with the remaining nh ´ 1 RNases.492

nd “ nh ¨ pnh ´ 1q{2 distinct diploid heterozygous genotypes can be constructed from these nh493

haplotypes (homozygous genotypes are impossible, because all haplotypes are self-incompatible).494

We then draw N diploid heterozygous genotypes with equal probabilities.495
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The simulation life cycle496

The next four steps repeat every generation: gene duplication, gene deletion, mutation, and497

construction of the next generation, as detailed below.498

1. Gene duplication. Each SLF (but not RNase) allele can be duplicated with probability499

pdup per generation. The duplication was simulated by adding an identical allele to the500

haplotype sequence.501

2. Gene deletion. Each SLF (but not RNase) allele can be deleted with probability pdel per502

generation.503

3. Mutation. Each amino acid in any of the alleles (RNase or SLF) can be mutated with504

probability pmut per generation. The values of amino acids chosen to be mutated are re-505

drawn from the a priori amino acid bio-class frequencies pprior “ r0.5, 0.265, 0.113, 0.122s.506

4. Construction of the next generation. Compute Pr⃗, the probabilities to obtain all507

possible diploid genotypes r⃗ in the next generation, given their frequencies in the current508

generation xr⃗, the compatibility relations between all pairs of maternal diploid genotype g⃗509

and haploid h and Mendelian segregation rules, namely which offspring genotype could be510

produced by each parental combination (using similar notation to [31]):511

P 1
r⃗ “

1

W̄

»

–p1 ´ δq
ÿ

g⃗

xg⃗π
self
g⃗Ðg⃗Rg⃗,g⃗Ñr⃗ `

ÿ

g⃗

xg⃗Wg⃗

ÿ

h

πout
g⃗ÐhRg⃗,hÑr⃗

fi

fl (2a)

W̄ “ p1 ´ δq
ÿ

g⃗

xg⃗π
self
g⃗Ðg⃗ `

ÿ

g⃗

xg⃗Wg⃗

ÿ

h

πout
g⃗Ðh (2b)

where the first term represents offspring due to self-fertilization and is non-zero only if self-512

compatible genotypes exist. Even if possible, these offspring survive with a lesser probability513

of 1´δ relative to offspring resulting from outcrossing. The second term represents offspring514

due to outcrossing.515

R represents the probability that diploid offspring genotype r⃗ is produced by a certain516

parental combination g⃗ Ð g⃗ or g⃗ Ð h following the Mendelian segregation rules, where517

Rrg⃗,g⃗Ñr⃗s refers to self-fertilization with identical pollen and pistil genotype g⃗, and Rrg⃗,hÑr⃗s518

refers to outcrossing, with arbitrary diploid pistil genotype g⃗ and haploid pollen genotype519

h, respectively:520
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Rrg⃗Ðg⃗sÑr⃗ “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

1 g⃗ “ rSi, Sis is full SC and r⃗ “ rSi, Sis

0.5 g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs is full SC and r⃗ “ rSi, Sjs

0.25 g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs is full SC and r⃗ “ rSi, Sis

0.5 g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs is half SC (only Si) and r⃗ “ rSi, Sjs

0.5 g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs is half SC (only Si) and r⃗ “ rSi, Sis

0 otherwise.

(3a)

Rrg⃗ÐhsÑr⃗ “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

1, g⃗ “ rSi, Sis, h “ Si and r⃗ “ rSi, Sis

1, g⃗ “ rSi, Sis, h “ Sj and r⃗ “ rSi, Sjs

0.5, g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs, h “ Sj and r⃗ “ rSi, Sjs

0.5, g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs, h “ Sj and r⃗ “ rSj , Sjs

0.5, g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs, h “ Sk and r⃗ “ rSi, Sks

0.5, g⃗ “ rSi, Sjs, h “ Sk and r⃗ “ rSj , Sks

0, otherwise.

(3b)

Note that outcrossing could potentially occur between genetically identical pollen and pistil,521

but could give rise to offspring only if they are self-compatible. πself
g⃗Ðg⃗ and πout

g⃗Ðh represent522

the probability that a maternal plant with genotype g⃗ is either self-fertilized or fertilized by523

pollen genotype h, respectively,524

πself
g⃗Ðg⃗ “

α∆H
g⃗Ðg⃗

α∆D
g⃗Ðg⃗ `

ř

h1p1 ´ αqxh1∆H
g⃗Ðh1

(4a)

πout
g⃗Ðh “

p1 ´ αqxh∆
H
g⃗Ðh

α∆D
g⃗Ðg⃗ `

ř

h1p1 ´ αqxh1∆H
g⃗Ðh1

(4b)

accounting for the current population frequencies of the various pollen haploid genotypes525

xh, the proportion α of self-pollen received, and the pollen-pistil compatibilities ∆:526

∆D
g⃗Ðg⃗ “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

1, if g⃗ is fully self-compatible

0.5, if g⃗ is half self-compatible

0, if g⃗ is self-incompatible

(5a)

∆H
g⃗Ðh “

$

&

%

1, haploid pollen h is compatible as sire with diploid maternal genotype g⃗

0, haploid pollen h is incompatible as sire with diploid maternal genotype g⃗

(5b)

A diploid maternal plant is considered half self-compatible if exactly one of its two haplo-527

types is self-compatible, but the other is not. It is fully self-compatible if both haplotypes528

are self-compatible. Otherwise, it is self-incompatible. Once we calculated all the probabil-529
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ities Pr⃗, we randomly draw the genotypes of N diploid offspring using these probabilities.530

This offspring population then replaces the parental population, which completes as full531

generation. We then return to step (1).532

To easily keep track of the possible crosses in the population we form a table of all sire-dam533

pairings (including self-fertilizations) and determine their compatibilities, based on their allelic534

contents. Every generation we update this table as necessary to account for the effect of newly535

emerging mutations on fertilization capabilities.536

Number of fertilization attempts537

While pollen grains are typically more abundant than ovules, it is still possible that certain538

maternal plants suffer from pollen limitation, for example, if they possess a female specificity with539

too few compatible sires. To account for that we modified the fitness function to reflect a limited540

number k of fertilization attempts per maternal plant:541

Wg⃗ “ 1 ´ p1 ´ yg⃗qk (6a)

yg⃗ “

ř

h xh∆
H
g⃗Ðh

ř

h xh
(6b)

where yg⃗ is the proportion of pollen that is compatible with diploid maternal genotype g⃗ out542

of all foreign pollen the maternal plant receives. In practice, as our model works in a regime,543

where the vast majority of novel RNases are compatible with all existing pollen genotypes, this544

parameter had very little effect, unless extreme pollen limitation was assumed (k “ 1 to 2).545

The simulation data structure and output546

We store the population state in the HAPLOTYPE data structure, which includes a list of hap-547

lotype objects. Each object in the list contains the following information: the haplotype’s current548

copy number, the identity of the haplotype ancestor at the initial condition, the generation in549

which the haplotype first emerged, the identity of its direct parent haplotype, and its allelic con-550

tent, namely the list of SLFs and RNase indices it contains. This data structure only keeps the551

information of the current population and is updated every generation. Allelic indices are set552

uniquely, such that every new allele receives a unique index, not given previously to any other553

allele, including alleles that no longer exist in the population. If the same allele emerged inde-554

pendently more than once, it received the same index upon each emergence. Furthermore, the555

simulation keeps a list associating the allele indices with the relevant amino acid sequences for all556

SLFs and RNases that ever existed in the population. In addition to the current population state557

stored in the HAPLOTYPE structure, we also keep lists of the parental indices for all haplotypes558

that ever existed in the population starting from the time that the entire population descends559

from only original initial condition haplotypes. This information is essential when tracking the560

class evolution (see below) and especially detecting the split/extinction moment.561

During each simulation run, we save the HAPLOTYPE data structure documenting the pop-562

ulation state, every 10 generations for further offline analyses. We analyze the simulation data563

only from the time point that all the population haplotypes descend from only one of the nh564

ancestral initial haplotypes. By that, we minimize the dependence of the results on the specific565
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initial condition of each run. The typical run-time needed until only a single ancestor remained566

was « 50, 000 generations. From that time-point the simulations were run for additional 100,000567

generations.568

The haplotype classification algorithm569

Every 10 generations, we classified the set of haplotypes in the population according to their com-570

patibility phenotype. The classification should obey the following two requirements: a haplotype571

affiliated with a class should not be compatible neither as sire nor as dam with any of the other572

members of the same class, but should be compatible both as sire and as dam with all members573

of all other classes, it is not affiliated with. Following this definition, it is not guaranteed that all574

haplotypes are classified into any of the classes. Specifically, self-compatible haplotypes cannot575

be associated with any class, because they can fertilize their own class members. The division of576

haplotypes into classes is not unique. To ensure that the most frequent haplotypes are classified,577

we first ordered all the self-incompatible haplotypes in the population in descending order of their578

copy number. We then defined the most frequent haplotype to be the first class. Then, For579

every unclassified haplotype in its turn (following the descending copy number order), we tested580

its compatibility with the already existing classes. If it was bidirectionally incompatible with all581

members of exactly one class and bidirectionally compatible with all members of all the remaining582

classes, we associated it with the class it was incompatible with. If it was bidirectionally compat-583

ible with all members of all existing classes, we defined a new class and associated this haplotype584

with that class. Otherwise, this haplotype remained unclassified and we moved on to the next585

one. Importantly, our class definition refers only to the compatibility phenotype of haplotypes,586

rather than to their genotype. As our model allows for multiple partners per allele, classes could587

be genetically heterogeneous.588

This classification procedure was repeated every 10 generations independently of previous589

classifications. As haplotypes mutated during the simulation, this could influence their class590

association. For example, if a haplotype gained an SLF mutation that rendered it compatible as a591

sire with (some of) its class members, it no longer followed the requirement of being incompatible592

with all its class members. Similarly, if an RNase mutation occurred, that was incompatible as593

a dam with members of foreign classes, it no longer followed the requirement for bidirectional594

compatibility with all non-self classes. Many of these mutations have a short lifetime, resulting595

in haplotypes that exit and enter the classes frequently. Such mutations are also part of the596

trajectory to class split and extinction. Hence, to keep the information regarding the class from597

which the (temporarily) unclassified haplotype originated, and the one to which it could soon598

return, we additionally defined class appendices.599

These class appendices include former class members that following a mutation, either lost600

compatibility with members of foreign classes or gained compatibility with their class members601

or both. Hence, each haplotype is uniquely associated with either one of the classes or with one602

of the class appendices, but never with two of them. This definition of class appendices allows us603

to conveniently track class evolution.604

Identification of split and extinction events.605

Other possible changes in the population class structure are the split of an existing class into two606

separate ones and the extinction of an entire class. To identify such events we need to associate607
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between the class structures obtained at different time points. To accomplish that, we tracked608

the parents in the previous classification time point of haplotypes affiliated with a certain class.609

If all the parents of haplotypes in that class are also affiliated with one class in the previous610

classification, we identify the current class with the parental class. We identify a split if the611

offspring of parents associated with one class in the previous classification are associated with two612

separate classes in the current classification. Such a split is the end of the process during which,613

mutated haplotypes, containing mutated RNase/ SLFs, were associated with the class appendix.614

Class extinction was defined as the event that all haplotypes of a class and its appendix leave615

no descendants in the next classification, including no mutants of the former class haplotypes.616

We specifically require that the appendix members also vanish since a haplotype can alternate617

between being associated with a class and being associated with its appendix, depending on the618

state of the remaining classes.619

Haplotype grouping620

In Figs. 7-8 we illustrate copy numbers and fitness of haplotypes involved in split and extinction621

events. There are five categories of haplotypes shown there: ‘original RNase’, ‘mutant RNase’,622

‘original RNase + SLF’, ‘mutant RNase + SLF’, and ‘extinct RNase’ (see the main text for full623

details). Yet, each category could potentially contain multiple different haplotypes. For example,624

the ’original RNase’ category refers to all haplotypes sharing that RNase, but they could vary in625

their SLFs content, as long as this has no implication on haplotype compatibility. Similarly, some626

’mutant RNase’ copies could later acquire SLF mutations that do not affect their functionality.627

For simplicity of presentation, we group together all haplotypes sharing a common functionality628

and show the sum of their copy numbers.629

Calculation of fitness-adjusted copy number for grouped haplotypes630

For ease of presentation, we lump together distinct haplotypes with shared functionality (e.g. in631

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). The fitness adjusted copy number is defined as X̃i “ Xi ` pfi ´ f̄q ¨ N , where632

Xi is the number of copies, fi is the proportion of diploid maternal plants it is compatible with as633

sire and f̄ is the population mean fitness. If these different haplotypes happen to have the same634

fitness value, we simply add their copy numbers. For example for two haplotypes X1, X2 with635

equal fitness values f1`2 “ f1 “ f2:636

X̃1`2 “ X1 ` X2 ` pf1`2 ´ f̄q ¨ N. (7)

If however, they differ in their fitness, we use in the formula the weighted sum of their fitness637

values638

f1`2 “
f1 ¨ X1 ` f2 ¨ X2

X1 ` X2
. (8)

instead of fi.639
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